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Abstract 
The goal of this project is to define and validate a process to fabricate flexure-based joints using 
tubular nitinol structures and an internal nitinol tendon. This will be subsequently referred to as a 
nitinol flexure wrist. The material is selectively removed from the body of a nitinol tube in order to 
create a compliant region which can then be made to bend by pulling a single internal wire 
attached to the distal end of the tube. This actuation mechanism can be realized in tubes of very 
small diameter and is therefore well suited to providing bending movement in needle-sized 
instruments for minimally-invasive medical procedures. In this report, a method for fabricating 
flexure wrists under 2mm in diameter is discussed. The method is based on vertical CNC 
machining while utilizing off-the-shelf components so as to be easily implemented in any 
mechanical workshop. The machine used in this work is the HAAS VM2, a programmable vertical 
milling machine. Matlab scripts are provided to convert a parameterized description of the wrist 
geometry into G-code programs for the CNC machine. Results of a fatigue test are reported to 
validate the proposed method. 
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1 Introduction 
As the medical world seeks to perform more minimally invasive procedures the need increases 
for smaller and more dexterous instruments such as steerable needles and mesoscale 
endoscopes. Smaller tools that can be steered more precisely can result in reduced patient pain, 
reduced recovery time, and reduced scarring. Steerable endoscopes come in many shapes and 
sizes with varying degrees of sophistication and complexity used to provide actuation through a 
multitude of methods. Current commercially available steerable endoscopes are significantly 
larger than their fixed-angle equivalents. This creates a great need for innovative designs 
providing dexterity in a small form-factor that can be utilized in robotics applications or hand-held 
instruments. 
The goal of this project is to create low-cost, biocompatible flexure wrists that can be used for 
rapid prototyping in robotic systems. Required is a process to manufacture a region of compliant 
bending in a nitinol tube in order to produce a flexure wrist capable of actuation by a single tendon. 
In order to facilitate rapid-prototyping, the process must be programmatically configurable so that 
a change to the input variables will update the entire process. 
The flexure wrist is composed of a tubular nitinol structure with an internal nitinol wire serving as 
a tendon. To manufacture asymmetric cutouts on a nitinol tube, the tube must be held fixed by a 
larger structure of a softer metal. The nitinol tube can be glued into a channel cut from rectangular 
aluminum stock to provide the support and heat dissipation needed during machining. To remove 
the tube from the fixture a solvent such as acetone is required. In order to create the channel in 
the aluminum stock and to machine the cutouts in the nitinol tube, square end-mills are used. 
Machining nitinol requires a stronger end-mill coated to reduce friction and extend the life of the 
tool. It can be expedient to use the same tool on the aluminum but sourcing a second end-mill 
more suited to the task will increase the life of the tools and allow for faster machining thus saving 
time and money. 
This work covers the process of defining parameters for the flexure wrist; gathering materials 
required for manufacturing; preparing, operating, and shutting down the CNC machine safely; as 
well as handling the freshly machined aluminum and nitinol assembly. Provided herein are 
references to previous works which further detail the kinematic and static models of the flexure 
wrist as well as summarize the methods of manufacturing similar devices. This work contains the 
scripts necessary to generate machine-code for various CNC machines and they are ready to be 
configured for new machines, new end-mills, different wrist dimensions, and updated machine 
speeds. The calculations required for defining wrist parameters as well as determining the 
necessary machine speeds are included. Sources specific to the CNC machines used in this work 
are also provided.  
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2  Background Research 
Manufacturing flexure wrists from tubular nitinol structures has been accomplished through the 
use of vertical milling, laser cutting, and wire electric discharge machining (EDM). While each 
method has certain benefits they all have drawbacks and limitations; some of which are not 
suitable for rapid prototyping. Nitinol is a shape-memory alloy composed of 50% titanium and 
50% nickel. Shape-memory materials are characterized by their ability to return to their original 
shape after deformation and some, such as nitinol, feature super-elasticity. Machining titanium 
and its alloys require specialized tools to avoid excessive tool wear and deformation of the work-
piece. 
2.1 Vertical Milling 
Vertical milling using a square end-mill has been used to produce asymmetric and symmetric 
rectangular cutouts on a nitinol tube while maintaining relatively low cutting temperatures in 
comparison with wire EDM.  
2.2 Wire EDM 
Using electric discharge machining, flexure wrists have been machined using a tube with an outer 
diameter of 0.46 millimeters. Wire EDM can be used to make rectangular cutouts with square 
corners or with a fillet to provide stress relief however the electric discharge used to cut the 
material exposes the workpiece to temperatures high enough to permanently degrade the shape-
memory properties of the metal resulting in a shorter lifespan of the flexure wrist [1].  
2.3 Laser Micromachining 
While vertical milling and wire EDM have been used to produce symmetric and asymmetric 
rectangular cuts, a spiral cut tube with a square cross-section has been successfully 
manufactured using a femtosecond laser on a nitinol tube [2]. Femtosecond lasers can vaporize 
material without generating significant heat in comparison to vertical milling thus avoiding one 
major drawback of wire EDM. Lasers have been used to produce mesoscale nitinol wrists, 
between 0.1 and 5 millimeters, using the Coherent Avia Q-switched, 355 nm laser and a Myachi 
Unitek 200 W single mode pulsed fiber laser with active water cooling [3]. Nitinol flexure wrists of 
comparable size to those produced by vertical milling were machined using a Nd-YAG laser 
(neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet); producing a 10.5-millimeter flexure wrist [4].  
2.4 Manufacturing for Rapid-Prototyping 
Both wire EDM and femtosecond lasers come with high operating costs, slow production rates, 
and high skill requirements for operation. For rapid prototyping, the cost and production time for 
small batches are two of the most critical factors in choosing a machining method. For these 
reasons, vertical milling provides the greatest benefits despite constraints such as the difficulty in 
further scaling down the size of the cutouts. If meso-scale manufacturing is required, wire EDM 
and laser cutting become more viable options as they are perfectly capable of maintaining 
precision at that scale. 
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2.5 Machining Titanium and Titanium Alloys 
Titanium alloys are far more challenging to machine in comparison with aluminum and other non-
ferrous metals. While titanium is desirable in many applications for its high strength to weight ratio, 
high fatigue strength, and great resistance to aggressive conditions, it is for these same reasons 
that machining titanium can be prohibitively expensive [5]. The high strength of the material 
coupled with reactivity at high temperatures between titanium and the materials found in common 
cutting tools causes a great reduction in tool life when an insufficient quantity of coolant is used 
as titanium alloys do not transfer heat quickly on their own [6]. Due to the relatively low modulus 
of elasticity of nitinol, a poorly secured workpiece will result in vibrations, or jitter, which can 
damage the cutting tool and will result in a poorer surface finish of the end product - if a successful 
end product can be attained at all. In the case of drilling and turning Titanium alloys, long and 
unwieldy chips are often produced which can become entangled with the cutting tool thus causing 
delays and increased tool wear. Titanium alloys will harden as they are deformed during the 
machining process which, along with the aforementioned factors, imply a necessity for carbide 
tools with layers of titanium coatings and a design which facilitates chip breakage. Some methods 
for reducing work hardening include sharp cutting edges, positive rake angles, reducing cutting 
speed, and reducing vibrations of the tool and workpiece [7]. 
A comparison of material properties of nitinol and aluminum is provided in Table 1 to emphasize 
the challenges encountered while machining titanium alloys as well as to highlight some of the 
capabilities of the material. Nitinol is a shape-memory alloy with distinct material properties in 
each of its two phases – martensite at low temperatures and austenite at high temperatures. 
Table 1: Material Properties of Nitinol and Aluminum Compared 
Property Nitinol* Aluminum Units % Difference 
Density 6.45 2.70 g/cm^3 82% 
Thermal Conductivity 0.09 237.00 W/cm*K 200% 
Modulus of Elasticity 34.00 70.00 Gpa 69% 
Yield Strength (min) 70.00 7.00 Mpa 164% 
Yield Strength (max) 140.00 11.00 Mpa 171% 
Poisson's Ratio 0.33 0.35 - 6% 
*Room temperature nitinol in its martensite phase 
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3  Materials and Methods 
An overview of the fabrication process is shown in Figure 1. The first step in manufacturing a 
prototype flexure wrist is defining the parameters that describe the physical characteristics of the 
wrist. Using these defined parameters, the remaining input variables to the process can be 
calculated and used in the scripts which generate machine-code as well as used in sourcing the 
materials required for manufacturing the prototype. With valid machine-code, or G-code, the CNC 
machine can be prepared and the program can be simulated on the machine to validate the 
operators’ assumptions that the scripts generated valid results. The rectangular aluminum stock 
must be machined to provide a disposable fixture for holding the tube. The tube can then be glued 
into the fixture, completing the setup process. After making the cutouts in the nitinol tube, the wrist 
must be carefully removed from the aluminum fixture and the CNC machine properly shut down. 
 
Figure 1: High-Level Flowchart for Manufacturing Nitinol Wrists 
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3.1 Define Parameters 
The parameters associated with the geometry of the wrist with the greatest impact on the 
curvature of the wrist are the depth of cut and the diameter of the tube. Other factors such as the 
offset between cutouts, the cutout height, and the number of cutouts are important for designing 
a more reliable wrist. Full derivations of the equations used in this work, as well as more in-depth 
analysis of the wrist kinematics and statics, are available from works cited herein [1] [4] [8] [9]. 
3.1.1 Wrist Geometry 
The kinematic and static models of an asymmetrical flexure wrist have been modeled in previous 
works and a brief selection of equations that can be used to validate the wrist is provided in this 
work. By varying the cutout height, depth, spacing, and quantity for a given nitinol tube the 
maximum bending angle and minimum radius of curvature can be changed to suit the designer’s 
needs. 
Table 2: Parameters and Characteristics for Flexure Wrist Kinematic Equations 
Parameter Symbol  Characteristic Symbol 
Inner Radius of Tube 𝑟𝑖   Neutral Bending Plane ?̅?  
Outer Radius of Tube 𝑟𝑜   Centroids of Areas 𝐴𝑜,𝑖 ?̅?𝑜,𝑖  
Depth of Cut 𝑔   Areas defined in Figure 2 𝐴𝑜,𝑖  
Number of Cutouts 𝑛   Angle related to 𝐴𝑜,𝑖 𝜙𝑜,𝑖  
Cutout Height ℎ   Maximum Bending Angle 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥  
Cutout Offset 𝑐   Minimum Radius of Curvature 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛  
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3.1.1.1 Neutral Bending Plane 
The neutral bending plane experiences no strain in bending and intersects the centroids of the 
axial cross sections of the cut portions of the tube. The location of ?̅? is dependent on the depth of 
cut as well as the inner and outer tube radii. Figure 2 provides a visualization of the parameters 
required to calculate ?̅?. Calculating ?̅? will allow for the maximum bending angle and minimum 
radius of curvature to be calculated. 
Equation 1: Neutral Bending Plane 
?̅? =
?̅?𝑜𝐴𝑜 − ?̅?𝑖𝐴𝑖
𝐴𝑜 − 𝐴𝑖
 
?̅?𝑜 =
4𝑟𝑜 sin
3 (
1
2 𝜙𝑜)
3(𝜙𝑜 − sin 𝜙𝑜)
 ?̅?𝑖 =
4𝑟𝑖 sin
3 (
1
2 𝜙𝑖)
3(𝜙𝑖 − sin 𝜙𝑖)
 
𝐴𝑜 =
𝑟𝑜
2(𝜙𝑜 − sin 𝜙𝑜)
2
 𝐴𝑖 =
𝑟𝑖
2(𝜙𝑖 − sin 𝜙𝑖)
2
 
𝜙𝑜 = 2 arccos (
𝑔 − 𝑟𝑜
𝑟𝑜
) 𝜙𝑖 = 2 arccos (
𝑔 − 𝑟𝑜
𝑟𝑖
) 
 
Figure 2: Neutral Bending Plane 
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3.1.1.2 Bending Angle and Radius of Curvature 
The maximum bending angle and minimum radius of curvature are dependent on the number of 
cutouts, the height of each cutout, the distance between cutouts, the outer radius of the tube, and 
?̅?. Figure 3 provides a visual depiction of the maximum bending angle and minimum radius of 
curvature. 
Equation 2: Maximum Bending Angle 
𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ∑ 𝜃𝑗,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑛
𝑗=0
= 𝑛
ℎ
𝑟𝑜 + ?̅?
 
Equation 3: Minimum Radius of Curvature 
𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≈ 𝑟𝑜 +
(𝑛 − 1)𝑐
𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥
 
 
Figure 3: Maximum Bending Angle and Minimum Radius of Curvature 
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3.1.1.3 Parameters for Machining Wrist 
When machining an asymmetrical flexure wrist, the parameters required for generating the G-
code program are the outer tube diameter, tube length, number of cutouts, offset between cutouts, 
the height of each cutout, the width of each cutout, and the initial offset of the first cutout from the 
distal end of the wrist. 
Table 3: Wrist Geometry Parameters with Values Used for Validation 
Parameter Value Units 
Tube Diameter 1.80 Millimeters 
Tube Length 30 Millimeters 
Number of Cutouts 5 - 
Cutout Offset 1.0 Millimeters 
Cutout Height* 1.0 Millimeters 
Cutout Width 1.6 Millimeters 
Initial Cutout Offset 2.0 Millimeters 
*Cutout height must be equal to tool diameter 
 
Figure 4: Model of Nitinol Wrist and Parameters 
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3.1.2 Machining Variables 
The 1-millimeter end-mills with 2 flutes used to machine the tubular nitinol structure were 
recommended to be used for groove finishing at a spindle speed of 7,500 rotations per minute 
(RPM) and a feed rate of 35 millimeters per minute or 1.38 inches per minute (IPM). This provides 
a cutting feed rate of 0.000184 inches per revolution (IPR). Through experience with the tools and 
the materials being cut, the spindle speed has been increased to 10,000 RPM with a feed rate of 
1.98 IPM resulting in a cutting feed rate of 0.000197 IPR. This change did not cause a noticeable 
effect on the life of the cutting tools but it did decrease the duration of the machining operations. 
Where it previously took 14 minutes and 17 seconds to cut through half a meter of nitinol it takes 
only 10 minutes at the new spindle speed and feed rate. The parameters that are used in the 
Matlab script can be found with their values in Table 4. 
Table 4: Machining Variables with Values Used for Validation 
Parameter Value Units 
Tool Diameter* 1.0 Millimeters 
Feed-Rate 2.0 Inches Per Second 
Spindle Speed 10000 Rotations Per Minute 
Maximum Cut Depth 0.005 Inch per Step 
*Tool diameter must be equal to cutout height – only one pass is made for each plunge of the tool 
The following equations are used to calculate the feeds and speeds for safe and reliable 
machining. Table 5 describes the units and symbols used for each machining parameter. 
Table 5: Machining Feeds and Speeds 
Parameter Units Symbol 
Spindle Speed Rotations per Minute RPM 
Feed Rate Inches per Minute IPM 
Cutting Speed Surface Feet per Minute SFM 
Feed per Tooth Inches per Tooth IPT 
Cutting Feed Inches per Revolution IPR 
Equation 4: Cutting Speed - Surface Feet per Minute 
𝑆𝐹𝑀 = 𝑅𝑃𝑀 × 𝜋 × 𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑙 𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 
Equation 5: Feed per Tooth - Inches per Tooth 
𝐼𝑃𝑇 =
𝐼𝑃𝑀
𝑅𝑃𝑀 × 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠
 
Equation 6: Cutting Feed - Inches per Revolution 
𝐼𝑃𝑅 =
𝐼𝑃𝑀
𝑅𝑃𝑀
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3.2 Machine Code 
The HAAS Vertical Mill uses G-codes as instructions for movements, speeds, settings, and other 
commands. The CNC machine can read a program written in G-codes to perform any number of 
operations as directed by the operator. The only limitations are physical constraints of the 
machine and the operator’s ability to provide a G-code program that lists the exact movements 
and machining parameters required. Applications can be used to generate G-code programs 
automatically based on input parameters and a desired series of motions. 
3.2.1 Generate G-Code 
A Matlab script was created to automatically generate the aluminum fixture and nitinol wrist G-
code programs for a given set of input parameters (as defined in 3.1). The G-code represents the 
exact settings and movements of the CNC machine during manufacturing of the nitinol wrist. The 
movement required during operation consists of straight lines parallel to the X, Y, or Z axis so 
programmatically generating the G-code is straightforward. See Table 6 for all G-Codes relevant 
to the generated programs. 
The Matlab script (Appendix A: Matlab Code) is structured such that the G-codes from Table 6 
are assigned to variables when the CNC machine controller is selected. These descriptive 
variable names allow users to easily update the script when a new machine is being used. They 
also keep the code readable when making changes to the output program without extensive 
familiarity with G-codes. Updating the machine controller switch-case block with G-codes for a 
new machine allows the same script to generate an updated program that performs the same 
movements at the same speeds as defined for the previous machine as defined in the input 
parameters – Table 3 and Table 4. An example of the generated machine code that is used to 
manufacture nitinol wrists can be found in Figure 5. 
15 
The input parameters are located at the beginning of the Matlab script and separated by what 
areas of the process they affect. Basic settings change the geometry of the wrist and the format 
of the output program whereas advanced settings change the CNC machining variables. The 
CNC machining variables only need to be changed when materials and tools are changed or the 
process is being refined. Wrist geometry variables are updated every time a new prototype wrist 
is being developed.  
  
% (BEGIN NITINOL WRIST SCRIPT) 
O34157 
(TO BE RUN ON HAAS CONTROLLER) 
 
G70 G17 G40 G54 
G90 S10000 M03  
 
G00 G90 G43 H01 Z0.1969  
G00 G90 X-1.1220 Y0.0551 M08 
 
G01 G90 Z0.0000 F2.0000  
G00 G90 Y0.0551 
 
G01 G91 Z-0.0024 F2.0000  
G01 G91 Y-0.1102 F2.0000 
… 
Figure 5: Beginning of G-code Program for Nitinol Wrist 
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Table 6: Relevant G-Codes and their variable names used in Matlab Scripts 
Prefixes G-code Variable 
X Position X## position_x 
Y Position Y## position_y 
Z Position Z## position_z 
Set Feed Rate F## set_feedrate 
Set Spindle Speed S## set_spindle 
Movement G-code Variable 
Rapid Positioning G00 rapid_positioning 
Linear Interpolation G01 linear_interpolation 
Plane Selection G-code Variable 
Select XY Plane G17 plane_select_XY 
Select ZX Plane G18 plane_select_ZX 
Select YZ Plane G19 plane_select_YZ 
Cutter Compensation G-code Variable 
No Compensation G40 cutter_comp_off 
Compensate Left G41 cutter_comp_left 
Compensate Right G42 cutter_comp_right 
Work Offsets G-code Variable 
Work Offset 54 G54 work_offset_54 
Units G-code Variable 
Use Inches G70 units_in 
Use Millimeters G71 units_mm 
Positioning G-code Variable 
Absolute Positioning G90 programming_absolute 
Incremental Positioning G91 programming_incremental 
Tool Offsets G-code Variable 
Height Offset Tool 1 H01 offset_height_T1 
Height Offset Tool 2 H02 offset_height_T2 
Spindle Control G-code Variable 
Spin Clockwise M03 spindle_CW 
Spin Counter-Clockwise M04 spindle_CCW 
Stop Spindle M05 spindle_stop 
Coolant Control G-code Variable 
On Low M07 coolant_on_low 
On High M08 coolant_on_high 
Off M09 coolant_off 
Program Control G-code Variable 
End Program M30 program_end 
## Prefix is to be followed directly by a numerical value 
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3.2.2 Program CNC Machine 
To run a G-code program onto a CNC machine, the file must be transferred to a USB Flash Drive, 
inserted into the machine controller, and copied to the CNC machine. Select the LIST PROG 
button to view the available programs in memory and on connected media sources. Select the 
USB DEVICE option and press F4 to view the directory. Using the arrow keys, locate the desired 
program and press F2 to copy the file to MEMORY. Now the program can be found in memory 
when pressing LIST PROG to view the available programs. With the desired program selected, 
press WRITE/ENTER to confirm the selection. 
 
Figure 6: HAAS Controller - Program CNC Machine 
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3.3 Operate CNC Machine 
Running a CNC machine for a fabrication job requires careful preparation with a focus on safety. 
The HAAS Vertical Milling CNC machine can be loaded with multiple tools before beginning 
fabrication so that the manufacturing process does not have to be interrupted for continued setup. 
When loading the tools, switch to tool-1 before loading the end-mill for the aluminum fixture and 
switch to tool-2 before loading the end-mill for the nitinol wrist. The tool numbers for the different 
operations are set in the G-code programs as defined in the Matlab scripts. 
3.3.1 Change Tools 
The HAAS Vertical Milling CNC machine can be loaded with multiple tools before beginning 
fabrication. The HAAS controller has a tool-release button that can be held to loosen the spindle 
to allow for the collet holding the active tool to be removed or for the empty spindle to accept a 
new collet. On the HAAS VM 2, the tool-release is controlled by a separate button located inside 
the machine, on the vertical column holding the tool as seen in Figure 7.  
 
Figure 7: Tool Release Button and Tool Probe inside HAAS VM2 
An end-mill must be fitted to the collet that provides the most secure grip when tightened in a 
tool holder. The collet is the part of the assembly that provides a standardly sized fit between 
the end-mill and the tool-holder. The tool-holder and collet provide a standard coupling between 
the CNC machine and the end-mills. To choose the correct collet, measure the outer diameter 
of the end-mill with a set of calipers to match the listed size of the collet with the measured size 
of the tool. A tool that is not secured properly will have chatter which reduces the overall quality 
of the part being machined, shortens the life of the tool, and can allow the tool to be dislodged 
from the tool holder during operation.  
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3.3.2 Safe Operations Checklist for Machining 
Using a CNC machine is a safe and reliable way to manufacture parts when the proper steps are 
taken to ensure the machine is operating as expected. The safe operations checklist exists as a 
way to compare an operator’s intentions with the software’s interpretation. After simulating the G-
code program on a computer and on the CNC machine, there should be no doubt that the tool 
path is correct. Setting the tool and work offsets defines the position of the workpiece and the 
length of the end-mill. Reducing the rapid rate helps the operator stop the machine before a crash 
when erroneous behavior is detected. Finally, checking the distance to go for each tool is the last 
chance for the operator to catch any problems overlooked in the previous steps. 
3.3.2.1 Simulate in CAM Software 
Before taking any design to the CNC machine it is essential to simulate the program on a 
computer to check that the G-code program performs the expected operations. Most CAM 
software has built-in simulation capabilities but there are also online tools that can visualize G-
code programs [10]. The simulations in Figure 8 and Figure 9 are annotated to emphasize the 
origin of the workpiece and the scale of the operation. Simulating a program before setting up the 
CNC machine is a quick way to check for issues in the generated G-code and to provide the 
operator with expectations of what the machine will do when the program starts running. 
 
Figure 8: G-Code Simulation for Aluminum Fixture 
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Figure 9: G-Code Simulation for Nitinol Wrist 
When simulating the G-code program on a computer it is possible to inspect the operations and 
compare them to the input parameters of the Matlab script. For example, Figure 8 shows the long 
channel being machined in the aluminum stock while Figure 9 shows the five cutout sections at 
the distal end of the channel. Watching the simulation in motion shows that the farthest cutout 
from the origin is made first and each cutout consists of a series of back-and-forth movements 
separated by a vertical plunge until the desired depth is reached. 
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3.3.2.2 Set Tool Offsets 
Every tool loaded into the CNC machine must have its tool length offsets programmed into the 
machine controller. The tool length offset specifies the vertical distance between the spindle and 
the distal end of the tool. The simplest method for specifying tool offsets is to use the vertical 
offset program in the Visual Quick Codes menu of the HAAS controller. The Visual Quick Codes 
menu can be found in the Help menu of the Edit screen as seen in Figure 10. The Visual Quick 
Code program called “auto-length only” uses the TS-27R tool setting probe stylus to measure and 
store the length of the selected tool [11]. The tool height offset is referenced in the G-code 
programs as “H01” and “H02” for “height offset tool 1” and “height offset tool 2” respectively. The 
tool used to cut the channel in the aluminum stock is defined in the G-code program as tool 2 and 
the nitinol tube operation uses tool 1 as seen in Figure 5. The tool probe can be seen attached to 
the worktable in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 10: Visual Quick Codes and Tool Setting Menu Options 
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3.3.2.3 Set Work Offsets 
In order to make precision cuts at the locations specified in the G-code program the X, Y, and Z 
axes of the CNC machine must be programmed with offsets that line up the origin of the 
workpiece. The G-code program references “G54” to read the work offsets programmed in the 
machine's memory as “work offset 54”. To program work offsets to the machine, the Visual 
Quick Codes can be used in combination with the spindle probe. The spindle probe is loaded 
into the active tool position the same way any other tool would be. While the spindle probe is 
loaded, the Visual Quick Code menu offers programs for automatically measuring work offsets. 
The G-code program operates with the assumption that the origin of the Z-axis is located on the 
top surface of the aluminum stock, the origin of the X-axis is located on the right surface, and 
the origin of the Y-axis is located in the middle of the workpiece. The origin of the workpiece can 
be seen in Figure 11 where the X-axis points to the right of the vertical mill, the Y-axis points to 
the back, and the Z-axis points to the top of the machine. The directions of the axes are 
standard amongst most machine controllers. 
 
Figure 11: Coordinate reference frame for machining fixture and wrist 
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3.3.2.4 Simulate on Controller 
With the desired program selected, press the MEM button to enter the Memory Mode. While in 
the Memory Mode, press the SETNG GRAPH button twice to enter the graphics display. To run 
the simulation, press CYCLE START. The simulation should run as expected but this is an 
opportunity to catch errors in the program or in the previous setup steps. This step provides 
machine-specific information concerning the active program but it is less intuitive than simulating 
on the computer. For these reasons, it is important to use both opportunities to check for 
erroneous behavior. See Figure 12 for the locations of the buttons used during this step. 
 
Figure 12: HAAS Controller - Setting Graph and Memory Buttons 
The arrow keys can be used in combination with the F1-4 buttons to change the view of the 
simulation. For operations that use a small portion of the work table, it is necessary to zoom in to 
see the simulation in detail. 
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3.3.2.5 Reduce Rapid Rate 
To minimize damage in the event of a crash, it is important to reduce the speed at which the 
machine moves while in rapid-positioning mode. There are many reasons why a crash may occur 
but the damage to the machine, the tools, the workpiece, and the operator can all be reduced or 
mitigated by reducing the rapid rate to a safe speed. In the prototyping phase of any project, the 
rapid rate should always be set at or below 25% because the program has not been proven to 
not crash. The relevant buttons in the OVERRIDES section of the HAAS controller can be found 
in Figure 13. Selecting a rapid rate higher than 25% is highly discouraged because the operator 
will not be able to stop the CNC machine in time to prevent a crash. 
 
Figure 13: HAAS Controller - Reduce Rapid Rate 
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3.3.2.6 Check Distance to Go 
While in Memory Mode (accessed with the MEM button), press CURNT COMDS to enter the 
Current Commands view. This view displays the current program and can provide a suite of 
information during the machining process. To reset the machine, press the RESET button and 
send it to the home position by pressing the HOME G28 button. While in the Current Commands 
view, use the UP and DOWN arrow keys to select DISTANCE TO GO on the Coordinate System 
Display. The distance to go displays the X, Y, and Z distances the machine is in the process of 
traveling. Before every new tool touches the workpiece it is important to press the FEED HOLD 
button to stop the tool a known distance away from the workpiece and confirm the displayed 
distance to go matches the distance between the tool and the part. The locations of important 
buttons in this step can be found in Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14: HAAS Controller - Distance To Go 
Checking the distance to go is the final chance for the operator to prevent a crash in the event of 
an error in the programming or setup steps. After the distance to go has been checked press the 
CYCLE START button to resume operation. If a crash seems imminent, the EMERGENCY STOP 
button should be used to halt the program and stop the spindle. If the coolant is shut off to visually 
inspect the distance to go, it is necessary to manually turn the coolant back on before resuming 
operation. 
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3.3.3 Fabricate Aluminum Fixture 
The tubular nitinol structure requires a custom-built fixture that can hold the part rigidly during 
machining. Rectangular aluminum stock can be held in place easily and is a cost-effective 
material for disposable fixtures. To hold the rectangular aluminum stock in place during machining 
it must be mounted to the worktable using a vice and a pair of gauge blocks. Gauge blocks are 
used to lift the aluminum stock in the jaws of the vice so roughly half of the aluminum stock is 
above the vice. The vice is tightened until there is no movement from the aluminum stock or the 
gauge blocks. Figure 15 shows the aluminum stock held in the jaws of the vice with over half of 
the stock extending vertically out of the vice. 
If a perfectly level surface is desired for the aluminum fixture, the top can be cut off or faced using 
a face mill. For rapid prototyping this is unnecessary as the channel being cut will be level 
regardless of any surface-level imperfections. The work offsets must be set as detailed in 3.3.2.3 
before starting the generated G-code program. The origin of the X, Y, and Z axes can be seen in 
Figure 11. With work offsets set, the correct end-mill must be selected and moved to the home 
position of the CNC machine by pressing HOME G28 Figure 14. When running the G-code 
program generated by the Matlab script, ensure the machine is using liquid coolant and traveling 
at safe speeds by reducing the rapid rate. If the tool breaks or there is a collision during machining, 
use the EMERGENCY STOP button to shut the machine down and prevent further damage.  
When the G-code program is finished the code will reset and the machine will stop moving. The 
active tool should be moved away from the aluminum stock and the part should be cleaned off 
using the coolant hose. When all aluminum chips are removed from the worktable the new 
aluminum fixture must be dried off before the nitinol tube can be inserted. A pair of calipers can 
be used to confirm the depth of the new channel is correct.  
 
Figure 15: Close-up of nitinol tube after machining before removal 
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3.3.4 Fabricate Nitinol Wrist 
The nitinol tube must be held in place during machining using a cyanoacrylate adhesive - such 
as Loctite 416 – and a fixture with a channel the precise width of the nitinol tube, see Figure 16. 
It is important that the tubular structure is not deformed while held during machining because the 
resulting part will have irregular cutouts that affect overall performance. If the aluminum fixture 
was not removed since machining the channel, the work offsets are not required to be set again 
because the origin for machining the fixture is the same as the origin for machining the wrist. If 
different tools are being used to machine the channel in the aluminum stock and the cutouts in 
the tubular nitinol structure, the tool offsets must be set separately for each tool. The safety 
checklist must be followed during the manufacturing of the nitinol wrist including simulations of 
the program and checking the distance to go. It is important to watch the manufacturing process 
closely because the machine must be stopped if the adhesive fails to provide a strong enough 
bond and the nitinol tube is dislodged during machining. If the machine is stopped promptly, 
damage to the tool can be avoided but the nitinol tube will still be unusable. When the 
manufacturing process is complete, the machine should be in the configuration seen in Figure 15 
where the spindle has stopped and the coolant has shut off. The active tool must be manually 
moved out of the way before the newly machined assembly can be removed from the worktable. 
 
Figure 16: 3D Model of Nitinol Tube and Aluminum Fixture 
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3.4 Finish Wrist 
Before removing the finished assembly from the CNC machine, use the coolant hose to spray the 
aluminum and nitinol chips off the worktable. Carefully spraying coolant on the assembly can 
dislodge the very-fine nitinol chips from inside the tube before handling the part bare-handed. 
Removing the nitinol wrist from the aluminum fixture must be done carefully so as to avoid 
breaking the distal end of the wrist. The cutouts removed most of the material from the tubular 
structure and the adhesive is binding the remaining nitinol to the aluminum.  
A strong solvent such as acetone will dissolve the bonds formed by the cyanoacrylate adhesive. 
This process takes a long time and requires the use of gloves and a container that can safely hold 
acetone, such as Pyrex. Acetone should always be used in a well-ventilated space with access 
to a chemical wash station in the event of harmful contact with the chemical. To aid in the removal 
of the tubular nitinol structure a thin, rigid tool can be used to lift the part out of the aluminum 
fixture while applying even pressure to the cut region from the inside of the tube. If the nitinol wrist 
is still glued to the aluminum fixture when they are being separated, the tube will break along the 
cutouts.  
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3.5 Validate Wrist 
To test the actuation of the wrist, a simple setup can be constructed using an Arduino Uno, a 
servo motor, a nitinol wire, a breadboard, and common electrical components. A short script was 
written for the Arduino to control the actuation of the wrist at a variable speed for an indefinite 
period of time. The script can be found in Appendix C: Arduino Code. The circuit used for 
validating the wrist created in this work can be seen in Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17: Circuit Diagram for Wrist Actuation Validation 
The validation program was run for over 1500 cycles at a rate of 3.2 seconds per cycle without 
failure of the nitinol wrist or tendon. The biggest limitation of the validation process was that the 
nitinol tendon was tied to the distal section of the nitinol wrist which obstructed the full range of 
motion and prevented the sections of the tubular structure to bend simultaneously. 
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4 Results and Discussion 
By machining an aluminum fixture before machining the nitinol flexure wrist the operator is 
familiarized with the steps involved in machining before progressing to a more difficult material 
requiring a more delicate end-mill. During the first attempt at making cutouts in a nitinol tube for 
this work the adhesive used to secure the workpiece was insufficient for the task and the tube 
became dislodged from the aluminum fixture during operation of the CNC machine. In a later 
manufacturing exercise, the tube was still strongly adhered to the fixture during removal and the 
most distal cutout portion remained in the fixture. The adhesive used in this run had been left to 
cure overnight so the bond was far stronger than the attempts where the adhesive cured for an 
hour. 
The machining process for the aluminum fixture took 10 minutes whereas the process for the 
nitinol tube took 8 minutes, not including setup time or the time required for the adhesive to 
sufficiently cure. Creating the channel in the rectangular aluminum stock requires a greater 
amount of material to be removed than the series of cutouts in the tubular nitinol structure. To 
decrease the machining time for the aluminum fixture, a larger end-mill with more flutes can be 
sourced. The benefits to a separate end-mill include the ability to remove more material per 
revolution and longer tool life for the more expensive end-mill used for machining nitinol. Using 
separate tools for the two machining operations comes with the cost of loading an additional tool, 
setting additional tool offsets, switching tools during operation, and unloading an additional tool 
for every production run. Chip formation during machining was a very minimal concern as the 
quantity of material being removed was very small and there were no drilling operations or turning 
operations where chip formation is a greater factor. 
This work was heavily influenced by previous research on tubular nitinol wrists [1] [4] [8] [9]. For 
a much more in-depth overview of the design considerations for tubular nitinol wrists see [1]. To 
see a nitinol flexure wrist designed and tested for a medical application see [8]. For more 
information on the topic of machining nitinol see [5] [6]. 
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5 Future Directions 
There are many areas to explore this work further. The most promising are the expansions of the 
Matlab scripts used to generate the G-code programs as well as redefining the process to be able 
to create cutouts on different sides of the tubular nitinol structure without interrupting the CNC 
machine. 
Matlab is being used to generate text files based on a series of inputs but the program is capable 
of far more. Matlab could be used to dynamically simulate the desired motion of the wrist and 
export the wrist geometry required to realize that motion. The exported geometry – as defined in 
3.1.1 – can be sent directly to the existing Matlab scripts that generate the G-code for the selected 
CNC machine. The simulation can be written to take in parameters such as the available tube 
diameters, available end-mills, and other constraints. The advanced Matlab script could calculate 
machining feeds and speeds, confirm them with the operator, then apply them to the G-code 
generating scripts. 
The G-code generation scripts can be abstracted into a series of high-level movement functions 
to aid in the generation of new G-code programs as well as simplifying the generation scripts. The 
operator should only have to instruct the program to generate a series of movements without 
being required to repeat instructions about cutter compensation, work offsets, coolant levels, and 
other parameters that may be out of their control. 
With reconfigurable G-code generation scripts, the machining process can be redefined to replace 
the rectangular aluminum stock with cylindrical aluminum stock in a rotating collet. The ability to 
rotate the nitinol tube during machining would allow for the creation of a flexure wrist capable of 
more complex motion by creating cutouts on different sides of the workpiece. A more complete 
Matlab simulation would aid in the design process for wrists with complexity this great. 
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Appendix A: Matlab Code for Nitinol Wrist 
The most recent version in a shareable format: 
https://gist.github.com/aimperiali/5808476d0bf85e806974442961eeeddb 
function [ output_args ] = Nitinol_Wrist( input_args ) 
%%Nitinol_Wrist Generates G-Code for machining nitinol flexure wrist 
%   This Matlab script generates G-Code to manufacture flexure wrists using 
%   the FAGOR CNC machine, HAAS Vertical Mill, and can be modified for other 
%   machine controllers 
%   Output program is saved in 'Nitinol_Wrist_GCode.pim' 
%   Authors:  
%       L. Fichera (loris.fichera@vanderbilt.edu) 
%       Andre Imperiali (aimperiali@wpi.edu) 
%   Based on code previously developed by P. Swaney 
(philip.j.swaney@vanderbilt.edu) 
% 
%  ______ _     _ _ _                     _     _    
%  | ___ \ |   (_) ( )                   (_)   | |   
%  | |_/ / |__  _| |/ ___  __      ___ __ _ ___| |_  
%  |  __/| '_ \| | | / __| \ \ /\ / / '__| / __| __| 
%  | |   | | | | | | \__ \  \ V  V /| |  | \__ \ |_  
%  \_|   |_| |_|_|_| |___/   \_/\_/ |_|  |_|___/\__| 
%                                                  
%  Previous revisions: 25/07/2017                                                                                                      
%  Latest revision: 06/07/2018 - added support for new machines 
% 
 
clear % Clear variables 
close all % Close extra Matlab windows 
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%% Basic Settings 
%   Change this section to customize the wrist 
% Geometry 
notches = 5; % total number of notches 
cut_offset = 1; % spacing between each notch [mm] 
initial_offset = 2; % spacing between tube tip and first notch [mm] 
tool_diameter = 1.0; % diameter of the end mill [mm] MUST be equal to height 
height = tool_diameter; % notch height - AKA tool diameter [mm] 
width = 1.6; % notch width - AKA the total depth of cut [mm] 
outer_diameter = 1.80; % Outer Diameter of the nitinol tube (OD) [mm] 
 
% Program 
fileName = 'Nitinol_Wrist_GCode.pim'; % Output G-code file 
machine = 'HAAS'; 
add_header = true; % Enable/Disable the header at the beginning of the G-Code 
add_footer = true; % Enable/Disable the footer at the end of the G-Code 
 
 
%% Advanced Settings 
%   Change only if you know what you are doing 
% Machining Parameters 
max_cut_depth = 0.005; % sets the maximum material removal rate [in/step] 
feedrate_plunge = 2.0; % feed_rate for plunge [inches per minute] 
feedrate_cut = 2.0; % feed_rate for cutting [inches per minute] % was: 3.0 
feedrate_freespace = 8.0; % feed_rate for free space movements [inches per 
minute] 
spindle_speed = 10000; % spindle_speed [rotations per minute] 
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% Convert metric values to inches 
mm2in = 1 / 25.4; % Conversion factor from [mm] to [in] 
cut_offset = cut_offset * mm2in; % spacing between cuts [in] 
initial_offset = initial_offset * mm2in; % spacing between tube tip and first 
notch [in] 
height = height * mm2in; % notch height [in] 
width = width * mm2in; % notch width [in] 
outer_diameter = outer_diameter * mm2in; % tube Outer Diameter (OD) [in] 
tool_diameter = tool_diameter * mm2in; % diameter of the end mill [in] 
 
fileID = fopen(fileName,'w+'); % Read and write to designated file 
 
% Saved Positions 
% start_pos_x = position the end-mill over the distal cutout 
% start_pos_y = position the end-mill at the start of the cut 
start_pos_x = - initial_offset - (tool_diameter / 2); % X coordinate 
start_pos_y = (outer_diameter / 2) + (tool_diameter / 2); % Y coordinate 
 
% Distance to Travel 
% Cutter compensation is off so the tool diameter is used in determining 
distances to go 
% Each slit is cut starting a distance half the tool diameter away from the 
outside of the tube 
slit_length = outer_diameter + tool_diameter;  
final_z = width; % The total depth of cut 
 
% Calculate the number of passes based on the cut_depth 
m = ceil((final_z) / max_cut_depth); % number of iterations per cutout - 
round up 
cut_depth = final_z / m;          % recalculate the cut_depth based on the 
number of passes 
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%% Machine-Specific G-Codes 
switch machine 
    % FAGOR CNC Machine Controller 
    case 'FAGOR' 
        % Addresses 
        position_x = 'X'; 
        position_y = 'Y'; 
        position_z = 'Z'; 
        set_feedrate = 'F'; 
        set_spindle = 'S'; 
        % Movement 
        rapid_positioning = 'G00'; 
        linear_interpolation = 'G01'; 
        % Plane Selection 
        plane_select_XY = 'G17'; % XY 
        plane_select_ZX = 'G18'; % ZX 
        plane_select_YZ = 'G19'; % YZ 
        % Cutter compensation 
        cutter_comp_off = 'G40'; % Cancel cutter compensation 
        cutter_comp_left = 'G41'; % Compensate left 
        cutter_comp_right = 'G42'; % Compensate right 
        % Units 
        units_in = 'G70'; % Set units to inches 
        units_mm = 'G71'; % Set units to millimeters 
        % Positioning 
        programming_absolute = 'G90'; % With reference to part zero 
        programming_incremental = 'G91'; % With reference to previous 
position 
        % Spindle 
        spindle_CW = 'M03'; % Spindle on - clockwise rotation 
        spindle_CCW = 'M04'; % Spindle on - counter-clockwise rotation 
        spindle_stop = 'M05'; % Spindle stop 
        % Coolant 
        coolant_on_low = 'M07'; % Coolant on - mist 
        coolant_on_high = 'M08'; % Coolant on - flood 
        coolant_off = 'M09'; % Coolant off 
        % Program 
        program_end = 'M30'; % Program end 
        % Locations and Feedrates 
        origin_x = 0; 
        origin_y = 0; 
        origin_z = 0; 
        safety_z = 0.1969; 
        clear_z = 0.3937; 
         
        % Header 
        header = [ 
            ""; 
            "" 
            ]; 
         
        % Footer 
        footer = [ 
            ""; 
            "" 
            ]; 
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    % HAAS CNC Machine Controller 
    case 'HAAS' 
        % Addresses 
        position_x = 'X'; 
        position_y = 'Y'; 
        position_z = 'Z'; 
        set_feedrate = 'F'; 
        set_spindle = 'S'; 
        % Movement 
        rapid_positioning = 'G00'; 
        linear_interpolation = 'G01'; 
        % Plane Selection 
        plane_select_XY = 'G17'; % XY 
        plane_select_ZX = 'G18'; % ZX 
        plane_select_YZ = 'G19'; % YZ 
        % Cutter compensation 
        cutter_comp_off = 'G40'; % Cancel cutter compensation 
        cutter_comp_left = 'G41'; % Compensate left 
        cutter_comp_right = 'G42'; % Compensate right 
        cutter_comp_height_negative = 'G43'; % Compensate up 
        % Work Offsets 
        work_offset_54 = 'G54'; % Use work offset 54 
        % Units 
        units_in = 'G70'; % Set units to inches 
        units_mm = 'G71'; % Set units to millimeters 
        % Positioning 
        programming_absolute = 'G90'; % With reference to part zero 
        programming_incremental = 'G91'; % With reference to previous 
position 
        % Spindle 
        spindle_CW = 'M03'; % Spindle on - clockwise rotation 
        spindle_CCW = 'M04'; % Spindle on - counter-clockwise rotation 
        spindle_stop = 'M05'; % Spindle stop 
        % Coolant 
        coolant_on_low = 'M07'; % Coolant on - mist 
        coolant_on_high = 'M08'; % Coolant on - flood 
        coolant_off = 'M09'; % Coolant off 
        % Program 
        program_end = 'M30'; % Program end 
         
        % Offsets 
        offset_height_T1 = 'H01'; % Height offset for tool 1 
        % Locations and Feedrates 
        origin_x = 0; 
        origin_y = 0; 
        origin_z = 0; 
        safety_z = 0.1969; 
        clear_z = 0.3937; 
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% Header 
        header = [ 
            "% (BEGIN NITINOL WRIST SCRIPT)"; 
            "O34157"; 
            "(TO BE RUN ON HAAS CONTROLLER)"; 
        strcat("(Notches: ",notches,")"); 
        strcat("(Offset: ",cut_offset," in)"); 
        strcat("(Initial Offset: ",initial_offset," in)"); 
        strcat("(Tool Diameter: ",tool_diameter," in)"); 
        strcat("(Height: ",height," in)"); 
        strcat("(Width: ",width," in)"); 
        strcat("(Outer Diameter: ",outer_diameter," in)"); 
        strcat("(Depth of Cut: ",cut_depth," in/step)"); 
        strcat("(Feedrate: ",feedrate_plunge," IPM)"); 
        strcat("(Spindle Speed: ",spindle_speed," RPM)"); 
            "" 
            ]; 
         
        % Footer 
        footer = [ 
            ""; 
            "% (END NITINOL WRIST SCRIPT)" 
            ]; 
         
         
end 
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%% G-Code 
%   The machine instructions are printed to a text file in the G-Code format 
%   Print statements are written in a human-readable format below 
 
%% G-code Header 
if add_header 
    for text=header 
        fprintf(fileID,'%s\r\n',... 
            text); 
    end 
end 
 
%% G-code Preamble 
% Set units to inches, plane to XY, cutter compensation off, work offsets 54 
fprintf(fileID, '%s %s %s %s\r\n',... 
    units_in, plane_select_XY, cutter_comp_off, work_offset_54);  
% Set spindle speed and clockwise direction 
fprintf(fileID, '%s %s%d %s \r\n',... 
    programming_absolute,... 
    set_spindle, spindle_speed, spindle_CW);  
fprintf(fileID, '\r\n'); 
 
 
%% Generate the G-code 
% Lower end-mill just above workpiece 
fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s %s %s%1.4f \r\n',... 
    rapid_positioning, programming_absolute,... 
    cutter_comp_height_negative, offset_height_T1,... % Apply vertical cutter 
compensation 
    position_z, safety_z); %lower end-mill 
 
% Set X and Y to the initial position 
fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f %s\r\n\r\n',... 
    rapid_positioning, programming_absolute,... 
    position_x, start_pos_x,... % Move end-mill to start X position at distal 
cutout 
    position_y, start_pos_y,... % Move end-mill to start Y position at 
beginning of cutout 
    coolant_on_high); % Enable coolant 
 
% Move end mill to z = 0 
fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... 
    linear_interpolation, programming_absolute,... 
    position_z, origin_z,... 
    set_feedrate, feedrate_plunge); 
 
slit_length_temp = slit_length; 
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for i = 1 : notches  % for each cut 
     
    fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f\r\n\r\n',... 
        rapid_positioning, programming_absolute,... 
        position_y, start_pos_y); 
     
    for j = 1 : m % go down `m' times, each time by `cut_depth' 
        dir = -1; 
         
        for k = 1 : 2 % do two passes, one back and one forth - go down 
`cut_depth / 2' every time 
            fprintf(fileID, '%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... 
                linear_interpolation, programming_incremental,... 
                position_z, -cut_depth/2,... 
                set_feedrate, feedrate_plunge); 
             
            fprintf(fileID, '%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... 
                linear_interpolation, programming_incremental,... 
                position_y, dir * slit_length_temp,... 
                set_feedrate, feedrate_cut); 
             
            dir = -1 * dir; 
        end 
    end 
     
    % Move up 
    fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... 
        linear_interpolation, programming_absolute,... 
        position_z, clear_z,... 
        set_feedrate, feedrate_freespace); 
     
    if i == notches, break; end 
     
    % Move to the next notch 
    fprintf(fileID,'%s %s%1.4f\r\n\r\n',... 
        programming_incremental,... 
        position_x, -(cut_offset + tool_diameter)); 
    fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f\r\n',... 
        linear_interpolation, programming_absolute,... 
        position_z, origin_z); 
end 
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% Move up - command is redundant but ensures the end-mill is out of the 
workpiece 
fprintf(fileID, '%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... 
    linear_interpolation, programming_absolute,... 
    position_z, clear_z,... 
    set_feedrate, feedrate_freespace); 
 
% Move to the origin 
fprintf(fileID, '%s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... 
    rapid_positioning,... 
    position_x, origin_x,... 
    position_y, origin_y); % back to origin 
 
fprintf(fileID,'%s\r\n%s\r\n%s\r\n',... % One M-Code per line - Required by 
machine controller 
    spindle_stop, coolant_off, program_end); % End the program 
 
if add_footer 
    for text=footer 
        fprintf(fileID,'%s\r\n',... 
            text); 
    end 
end 
 
fclose(fileID); % Close the file 
 
end  
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Appendix B: Matlab Code for Aluminum Fixture 
The most recent version in a shareable format: 
https://gist.github.com/aimperiali/97a1dabc6c8db013e9741c309f4af385 
function [ output_args ] = Aluminum_Fixture( input_args ) 
%%Aluminum_Fixture Generates G-Code for machining aluminum fixture for 
holding nitinol tube 
%   This Matlab script generates G-Code to manufacture aluminum fixtures 
using 
%   the FAGOR CNC machine, HAAS Vertical Mill, and can be modified for other 
%   machine controllers 
%   Output program is saved in 'Aluminum_Fixture_GCode.pim' 
%   Authors:  
%       L. Fichera (loris.fichera@vanderbilt.edu) 
%       Andre Imperiali (aimperiali@wpi.edu) 
%                                                  
%  Previous revisions: 25/07/2017                                                                                                      
%  Latest revision: 06/07/2018 - added support for new machines 
% 
 
clear all; close all; clc; 
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%% Basic Settings 
% Geometry 
tube_diameter = 1.78; % Specify the outer diameter of the tube [mm] 
bit_diameter = 1; % Specify the diameter of the bit [mm] 
tube_length = 30; % Specify the length of the tube that will be fixed [mm] 
 
% Program 
file_name = 'Aluminum_Fixture_GCode.pim'; % Output script name 
machine = 'HAAS'; % Controller type [FAGOR, HAAS] 
add_header = true; % Enable/Disable the header at the beginning of the G-Code 
add_footer = true; % Enable/Disable the footer at the end of the G-Code 
 
 
%% Advanced Settings 
%   Change only if you know what you are doing 
% Machining Parameters 
removal_depth = 0.3; % Depth of material removal on each pass [mm] 
feedrate = 2; % [in/min] 
spindle_speed = 10000; % Spindle speed [rpm] 
 
 
% Convert metric values to inches 
mm2in = 1 / 25.4; % Conversion factor from mm to inches 
%feedrate = feedrate * mm2in; 
tube_diameter = tube_diameter * mm2in; % [in] 
bit_diameter = bit_diameter * mm2in; % [in] 
tube_length = tube_length*mm2in; % [in] 
removal_depth = removal_depth * mm2in; % [in] 
 
% Calculate the number of passes based on the removal_depth 
move_over = tube_diameter - bit_diameter; % [in] 
n = ceil(tube_diameter/removal_depth); % Required number of passes 
plunge = -tube_diameter/n; % [in] negative because z-axis points up 
fileID = fopen(file_name,'w+'); % Overwrite file_name with new g-code 
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%% Machine-Specific G-Codes 
switch machine 
    % FAGOR CNC Machine Controller 
    case 'FAGOR' 
        % Addresses 
        position_x = 'X'; 
        position_y = 'Y'; 
        position_z = 'Z'; 
        set_feedrate = 'F'; 
        set_spindle = 'S'; 
        % Movement 
        rapid_positioning = 'G00'; 
        linear_interpolation = 'G01'; 
        % Plane Selection 
        plane_select_XY = 'G17'; % XY 
        plane_select_ZX = 'G18'; % ZX 
        plane_select_YZ = 'G19'; % YZ 
        % Cutter compensation 
        cutter_comp_off = 'G40'; % Cancel cutter compensation 
        cutter_comp_left = 'G41'; % Compensate left 
        cutter_comp_right = 'G42'; % Compensate right 
        % Units 
        units_in = 'G70'; % Set units to inches 
        units_mm = 'G71'; % Set units to millimeters 
        % Positioning 
        programming_absolute = 'G90'; % With reference to part zero 
        programming_incremental = 'G91'; % With reference to previous 
position 
        % Spindle 
        spindle_CW = 'M03'; % Spindle on - clockwise rotation 
        spindle_CCW = 'M04'; % Spindle on - counter-clockwise rotation 
        spindle_stop = 'M05'; % Spindle stop 
         
        % Coolant 
        coolant_on_low = 'M07'; % Coolant on - mist 
        coolant_on_high = 'M08'; % Coolant on - flood 
        coolant_off = 'M09'; % Coolant off 
        % Program 
        program_end = 'M30'; % Program end 
        % Locations and Feedrates 
        origin_x = 0; 
        origin_y = 0; 
        origin_z = 0; 
        safety_z = 0.1969; 
        clear_z = 0.3937; 
        start_feedrate = 1; 
        main_feedrate = feedrate; 
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% HAAS CNC Machine Controller 
    case 'HAAS' 
        % Addresses 
        position_x = 'X'; 
        position_y = 'Y'; 
        position_z = 'Z'; 
        set_feedrate = 'F'; 
        set_spindle = 'S'; 
        % Movement 
        rapid_positioning = 'G00'; 
        linear_interpolation = 'G01'; 
        % Plane Selection 
        plane_select_XY = 'G17'; % XY 
        plane_select_ZX = 'G18'; % ZX 
        plane_select_YZ = 'G19'; % YZ 
        % Cutter compensation 
        cutter_comp_off = 'G40'; % Cancel cutter compensation 
        cutter_comp_left = 'G41'; % Compensate left 
        cutter_comp_right = 'G42'; % Compensate right 
        cutter_comp_height_negative = 'G43'; % Compensate up 
        % Work Offsets 
        work_offset_54 = 'G54'; % Use work offset 54 
        % Units 
        units_in = 'G70'; % Set units to inches 
        units_mm = 'G71'; % Set units to millimeters 
        % Positioning 
        programming_absolute = 'G90'; % With reference to part zero 
        programming_incremental = 'G91'; % With reference to previous 
position 
        % Spindle 
        spindle_CW = 'M03'; % Spindle on - clockwise rotation 
        spindle_CCW = 'M04'; % Spindle on - counter-clockwise rotation 
        spindle_stop = 'M05'; % Spindle stop 
         
        % Coolant 
        coolant_on_low = 'M07'; % Coolant on - mist 
        coolant_on_high = 'M08'; % Coolant on - flood 
        coolant_off = 'M09'; % Coolant off 
        % Program 
        program_end = 'M30'; % Program end 
         
        % Offsets 
        offset_height_T1 = 'H01'; % Height offset for tool 1 
        % Locations and Feedrates 
        origin_x = 0; 
        origin_y = 0; 
        origin_z = 0; 
        safety_z = 0.1969; 
        clear_z = 0.3937; 
        start_feedrate = 1; 
        main_feedrate = feedrate; 
         
        % Header 
        header = [ 
            "% (BEGIN NITINOL WRIST SCRIPT)"; 
            "O34157"; 
            "(TO BE RUN ON HAAS CONTROLLER)"; 
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            "" 
            ]; 
         
        % Footer 
        footer = [ 
            ""; 
            "% (END NITINOL WRIST SCRIPT)" 
            ]; 
         
    otherwise 
        error('Invalid machine selected: %s\n\rValid 
Machines:\n\t%s\n\t%s\r',... 
            machine,... 
            'FAGOR','HAAS') 
         
end 
 
 
%% Safety-Checks 
% Check for impossible bit diameter 
if 3*bit_diameter < tube_diameter 
    error('Bit diameter too small: %f in',... 
        bit_diameter) 
elseif bit_diameter > tube_diameter 
    error('Bit diameter too big: %f in',... 
        bit_diameter) 
end 
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%% G-code Header 
if add_header 
    for text=header 
        fprintf(fileID,'%s\r\n',... 
            text); 
    end 
end 
 
%% G-code Preamble 
% Set units to inches, plane to XY, cutter compensation off, work offsets 54 
fprintf(fileID, '%s %s %s %s\r\n',... 
    units_in, plane_select_XY, cutter_comp_off, work_offset_54); 
% Set spindle speed and clockwise direction 
fprintf(fileID, '%s %s%d %s\r\n',... 
    programming_absolute,... 
    set_spindle, spindle_speed, spindle_CW); 
 
fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f\r\n',... 
    rapid_positioning, programming_absolute,... 
    position_x, origin_x,... % Move to X-origin 
    position_y, origin_y); % Move to Y-origin 
 
fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f %s\r\n',... 
    cutter_comp_height_negative, offset_height_T1,... % Apply vertical cutter 
compensation 
    position_z, safety_z,... % Move just above Z-origin 
    coolant_on_high); % Enable coolant 
     
 
fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... 
    linear_interpolation, programming_absolute,... 
    position_z, origin_z,... % Move to Z-origin 
    set_feedrate, start_feedrate); 
 
fprintf(fileID,'\r\n'); % Blank line 
 
length_temp = -1*tube_length; % Start by moving in negative x-direction 
% The x-direction of cut alternates for every layer of material removal 
% odd pass: start cutting in negative x-direction 
% even pass: start cutting in positive x-direction 
 
for i = 1:n  %get the depth 
    fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... % Cut Z 
        linear_interpolation, programming_incremental,... 
        position_z, plunge,... % Lower one increment 
        set_feedrate, main_feedrate); 
     
    fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... % Cut X 
        linear_interpolation, programming_incremental,... 
        position_x, length_temp,... % odd: Cut in negative x-direction 
        set_feedrate, main_feedrate); % even: Cut in positive x-direction 
     
     
    length_temp = -1*length_temp; % Switch x-direction 
     
    fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... % Cut Y 
        linear_interpolation, programming_incremental,... 
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        position_y, move_over/2,... % Adjust y-position for return-pass 
        set_feedrate, main_feedrate); 
     
    fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... % Cut X 
        linear_interpolation, programming_incremental,... 
        position_x,length_temp,... % odd: Cut in positive x-direction 
        set_feedrate,main_feedrate); % even: Cut in negative x-direction 
     
    length_temp = -1*length_temp; % Switch x-direction 
     
    fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... % Cut Y 
        linear_interpolation, programming_incremental,... 
        position_y, -move_over,... % Adjust y-position for final pass 
        set_feedrate, main_feedrate); 
     
    fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... % Cut X 
        linear_interpolation, programming_incremental,... 
        position_x, length_temp,... % odd: Cut in negative x-direction 
        set_feedrate, main_feedrate); % even: Cut in positive x-direction 
 
    fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... % Cut Y 
        linear_interpolation, programming_incremental,... 
        position_y, move_over/2,... % Return to initial y-position 
        set_feedrate, main_feedrate); 
     
    length_temp = -1*length_temp; % Switch x-direction for next layer 
     
    fprintf(fileID,'\r\n'); % Blank line 
end 
 
fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f \r\n',... 
    rapid_positioning, programming_absolute,... 
    position_z, safety_z); % Lift tool out of part 
 
fprintf(fileID,'%s %s %s%1.4f %s%1.4f %s%1.4f \r\n',... 
    rapid_positioning, programming_absolute,... 
    position_x, origin_x,... % Return to X-origin 
    position_y, origin_y,... % Return to Y-origin 
    position_z, clear_z); % Return slightly above Z-origin - out of the way 
 
fprintf(fileID,'%s\r\n%s\r\n%s\r\n',... % One M-Code per line 
    spindle_stop, coolant_off, program_end); % End the program 
 
if add_footer 
    for text=footer 
        fprintf(fileID,'%s\r\n',... 
            text); 
    end 
end 
 
fclose(fileID); % Close the file 
 
end 
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Appendix C: Arduino Code 
The most recent version in a shareable format: 
https://gist.github.com/aimperiali/4b85705164b25ec64e8f8f2754486349 
/* 
  Nitinol Flexure Wrist Actuation Demo 
  Controls a servo with two buttons in order to actuate a flexure wrist 
  To be run on an Arduino Uno 
   
  The circuit: 
  - Servo V_in attached to +5V 
  - Servo GND attached to GND 
  - Servo Signal attached to Digital digital pin 10 
  - Straighten pushbutton attached to digital pin 8 from +5V 
  - Bend pushbutton attached to digital pin 7 from +5V 
  - 10K-ohm resistor attached to digital pin 8 from GND 
  - 10K-ohm resistor attached to digital pin 7 from GND 
  - 100-ohm potentiometer attached to GND, analog pin 3, +5V 
  - 9V power source attached to V_in and GND 
  created 2018 
  by Andre Imperiali (aimperali@wpi.edu) 
  modified 8 Aug 2018 
  by Andre Imperiali 
*/ 
 
#include <Servo.h> 
Servo myservo;  // create servo object to control a servo 
 
// Constants 
const int motorPin = 10; // Motor signal pin 
const int topButtonPin = 7; // Bend pushbutton pin 
const int bottomButtonPin = 8; // Straighten pushbutton pin 
const boolean _DEBUG_ = false; // Enable/Disable debug printing 
const int maxRange = 120; // Forced maximum servo rotation 
const int minRange = 70; // Forced minimum servo rotation 
 
// Variables 
int topButtonState = 0; // Bend pushbutton status 
int bottomButtonState = 0; // Straighten pushbutton status 
float servoVal = 0; // Servo location 
enum states {none, up, down, extra}; // enumeration of possible states of 
operation 
states state; 
// None: No buttons have been pressed 
// Up: Top button has been pressed - bend 
// Down: Bottom button has been pressed - straighten 
// Extra: Both buttons have been pressed - cycle between bending and 
straightening 
boolean isUp = true; 
boolean keepExtra = false; 
int upCount = 0; 
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void setup() { 
  // initialize the pushbutton pins as inputs 
  pinMode(topButtonPin, INPUT); 
  pinMode(bottomButtonPin, INPUT); 
 
  myservo.attach(motorPin);  // attaches the servo on pin 10 to the servo 
object 
   
  // Initialize serial output 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
} 
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void loop() { 
  // read the state of the pushbuttons and potentiometer 
  boolean topButtonState = digitalRead(topButtonPin); 
  boolean bottomButtonState = digitalRead(bottomButtonPin); 
  int sensorValue = analogRead(A3); 
  // Convert the analog reading (from 0 - 1023) to a voltage (0 - 5.0V): 
  float voltage = sensorValue * (5.0 / 1023.0); 
  // Use the analog reading to set the servo speed 
  float increment = (sensorValue / 1023.0); 
 
  if (state == extra | keepExtra){ 
    // Extra state is enabled 
    state = extra; 
    upCount += 1; 
  } else { 
    // Reset state 
    state = none; 
  } 
   
  if (topButtonState == HIGH) { 
    // Top button is pressed 
    state = up; 
    if (upCount > 50){ 
      keepExtra = false; 
      upCount = 0; 
    } 
    if (bottomButtonState == HIGH) { 
      // Bottom button is ALSO pressed - enter extra state 
      state = extra; 
      if (upCount > 50){ 
        keepExtra = false; 
        upCount = 0; 
      } 
    } 
  } 
  else if (bottomButtonState == HIGH) { 
    // Bottom button is pressed but top button is not pressed 
    state = down; 
    keepExtra = false; 
  } 
  // If the extra state was entered, remain until either button is pressed 
  // Remove this if-statement to use the extra state in the state-machine 
  if (state == extra) { 
    if (isUp) { 
      state = up; 
    } else { 
      state = down; 
    } 
    keepExtra = true; 
  } 
   
  // Enter state machine with a current state based on the buttons and a 
servo speed based on the potentiometer 
  stateMachine(state, increment); 
  delay(0.25); 
} 
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void stateMachine(int state, float increment) { 
  switch (state) { 
    case up: 
      servoVal += increment; 
      break; 
    case down: 
      servoVal -= increment; 
      break; 
    case extra: 
      // Extra state is converted to Up or Down state before the state 
machine is entered 
      // The option to use the extra state for something else still remains 
      break; 
    case none: 
      break; 
    default: 
      Serial.print("Default"); 
      break; 
  } 
  // Determine direction the servo should be rotating based on the bounding 
servo range values 
  if (servoVal >= maxRange){ 
    servoVal = maxRange; 
    isUp = false; 
  } else if (servoVal <= minRange){ 
    servoVal = minRange; 
    isUp = true; 
  } 
  // Actuate servo and print debug message 
  myservo.write(servoVal); 
  Serial.println(servoVal); 
} 
 
